
Island Stone Introduces the  
Impressions Collection of Glass Tiles

The painterly effect of the distinctive glass tile reimagines the naturally varying appearance of concrete tiles
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(WATSONVILLE, CA, JANUARY 18, 2022) Island Stone’s new 
Impressions Collection reimagines concrete’s unique look in a glass 
tile medium, allowing the aesthetic to apply to a much broader range of 
products. Inspired by the natural variations of concrete tiles, Impressions 
glass tiles feature color hues blended in subtle, mesmerizing patterns 

Glacier Gloss 2" x 8" glass tiles (above); Horizon Blue Gloss  
3.5" x 12" glass tiles (right)
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“ The natural variations 
found in concrete tiles 
offer broad appeal 
for modern and 
contemporary designs, 
but the medium is 
limited in where it can 
be used, and the look 
that can be achieved.” 
—NIGEL EATON, CEO OF ISLAND STONE

about island stone 
Island Stone has its origins in Indonesia, 

where company founders were inspired 

by the nation’s handicraft industry and 

natural stones to create the flagship Perfect 

Pebble Tile. The company’s original 

mosaics diversified into other natural 

mosaics, using exotic stones. Anchored 

in wanderlust for exploration, culture, and 

design, the company continues to evolve 

its creative use of natural and timeless 

materials, sourcing from distinct locales 

around the globe and featuring a range of 

tiles, mosaics, and wall paneling offered in 

diverse materials, including natural stone, 

glass, wood, ceramics, and concrete. For 

more information visit IslandStone.com or 

call 1-800-371-0001. Follow Island Stone 

on Instagram for the latest updates.

###
Fossil Gloss 3.5" x 12" glass tiles

on the glossy-surfaced, fused glass. Placed together, the diverse and 
distinctive tiles create a naturally flowing and visually stunning look, 
which offers a calm alternative to the complex patterns commonly 
found in glass tiles.

“The natural variations found in concrete tiles offer broad appeal for 
modern and contemporary designs, but the medium is limited in 
where it can be used, and the look that can be achieved,” explains 
Nigel Eaton, CEO of Island Stone. “Impressions has overcome this 
limitation by adding dimension, color and movement to the glass 
medium, which is appropriate for any environment, including exterior 
and wet areas.”

The Impressions Collection features three distinct colors, Fossil Gloss, 
Glacier Gloss, and Horizon Blue Gloss. Fossil and Glacier feature 
light variations of browns and greys respectively, while Horizon Blue 
ushers in subtle blue tones. The collection features modern subway 
tiles in elegant 2" x 8" and 3.5" x 12" sizes. Each size is offered in a 
varied mix of patterns, across different tiles to ensure a naturally varied 
appearance and sense of movement when placed en masse.
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